
           

NEWS RELEASE 

Telestream Announces Comprehensive Ad-Insertion Monitoring for 
both OTT Streaming and Linear TV Delivery 

New Ad-insert Monitoring enables streaming video operators to find and fix 
advertising faults fast 

 
Nevada City, California, January 28th, 2021 — Telestream®, a leading provider of workflow 
automation, media processing, quality monitoring and test and measurement solutions for 
the production and distribution of video, today announced the next generation of iQ Video 
Quality Monitoring Solution for OTT streaming and Linear TV. Designed for service 
providers, streaming TV providers and direct-to-consumer broadcasters, the solution now 
provides comprehensive Ad-Insertion Monitoring for enhanced visibility, alerting and 
diagnostics for ad-based streaming video operations teams.   
 
OTT advertising has the potential to greatly increase revenues for streaming providers, but it 
adds complexity to an already complicated OTT streaming workflow. When a problem 
occurs, diagnosing the issue is very difficult causing providers to lose millions in advertising 
dollars.  
 
The iQ Video Quality Monitoring solution protects the ad business model by monitoring and 
auditing the ad-insertion workflow, making sure ad opportunities are present and without 
error. The iQ solution provides meaningful data, metrics and alarms in real time, pinpointing 
where the issues are occurring in the workflow so errors can be quickly resolved before they 
affect the viewer. Automated alerts, simplified dashboards and analytical reports help 
operations teams proactively and effectively manage the ad-insert workflow.  
 
“Ad-insertion on streaming networks can be complex and is increasingly a top focus for 
streaming operators,” said Matthew Driscoll, Director of Product Management, Telestream. 
“Our goal is to provide a single pane-of-glass dashboard for advertising workflows. Simple 
trending graphs and metrics confirm ads are present and working properly. When things fail, 
we highlight the area of focus so our users can isolate the issue quickly and use diagnostic 
information to restore services.” 
 
iQ Monitoring Solution checks for the following: 
 

• Is ad frequency dropping or meeting targets? 
• Are ad opportunities in the linear source also available for OTT playout? 
• Are clients able to reach the ad servers and does the ad play correctly, with 

correct format, duration, alignment? 
• Is the quality of the ad video, audio and captions good?  

http://www.telestream.net/telestream-home.htm


 
“Occasionally advertisers will question whether their ad played or had issues,” comments 
Driscoll. “With our new Ad-Insertion Monitoring solution we provide valuable information 
about ad events, including the date, time, duration and thumbnail images that provide 
confirmation that the ad played as expected.” 
 
As streaming video services rapidly increase, the iQ Monitoring Solution introduces 
additional enhancements to help operators scale, including:  

• Monitoring QoE of DRM encrypted streams 
• Enhanced on-demand scheduling to monitor live and VOD services 
• New lightweight ABR mode which reduces CDN monitor traffic  

 
The latest generation of the iQ Video Quality Monitoring Solution is available now. 
 

#### 

About Telestream 
 
For over 20 years, Telestream® has been at the forefront of innovation in the digital video 
industry. The company develops products for media processing and workflow orchestration; 
live capture, streaming, production and video quality assurance; and video and audio test 
solutions that make it possible to reliably get video content to any audience regardless of 
how it is created, distributed or viewed. Telestream solutions are available on premises or in 
the cloud as well as in hybrid combinations. Telestream is privately held with corporate 
headquarters located in Nevada City, California and Westwood, Massachusetts.  

For company and product information, visit www.telestream.net. 

 
Trademarked company and product names are the property of their respective companies. 
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